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Business

What do we most want to protect?

Data Risks

What do we want to protect 
ourselves from?

Data Capabilities

What capabilities do we need to 
protect our data?

DataStrata is our unique approach to creating and managing a data strategy based on

an organization's specific business, risks and capabilities.

Data Resilience

How do we measure our level of data 
protection?
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Understand and analyze data risks
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Capture data universe, business insights and relevant data risks...

Business and  
technical  
characteristics  
allow to identify  
specific data 
risks that are  
relevant to the  
organisation

Risk

landscape
Risk model

(CAPEC aligned)
R1

R2 

R3

...

Data capabilities

Assess current level of
maturity

Allows to understand the
current  level of maturity for 
all data capabilities against 
industry  standards (ISO,
NIST, SANS) and leading
practices.

Automatically calculate
your Data Resilience %

Cap

...

Data capabilities1  

Suggested target  
level of maturity

Cap1
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Develop your cyber strategy and roadmap

Analyse your  
maturity level of  
data capabilities,  
your data risks 
and data threats 
through  
interactive  
dashboards
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What-if analysis / Simulations  

What is the impact of data 

investments on my organization, data

resilience  levels, risk landscape, etc.

Prepare data strategy roadmap  

Execute the data strategy by  

identifying relevant data projects &

initiatives

Track data roadmap
Track progress against plan and

roadmap  to periodically re-baseline 

against plan

Deloitte Cyber Risk Services

Our framework is underpinned
by the expertise and experience
of Deloitte as the market leader
in cyber security consulting for
nine years running (Gartner).

Platform
Our framework includes a versatile
online platform which supports our
methodology through dynamic
workflows.

Content Packs
The Content Packs consist of a set
of IP (maturity models, threat
models, best practices and
selected industry benchmarks)
that enables Deloitte to perform
cyber strategy assessments
effectively.

Capabilities
Our framework incorporates a
proven methodology based around
three components: business, data
risks and data capabilities.
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Understand business model, 

mission and strategy in order 

to identify organizational data 

assets

Phase 6:

Roadmap

Phase 5:

Reporting

Phase 4:

Target State & 

Recommendations

Phase 3:

Current State Assessment

Phase 2:

Risk Assessment

Phase 1:

Business Profiling

Understand the risk data 

assets are most exposed to in 

order to identify relevant data 

capabilities

Understand the current state 

maturity of data capabilities to 

provide a baseline for future 

improvement

Define the target state 

maturity for data capabilities 

and identify practical 

recommendations to address 

the gap

Generate reports and 

dashboards visualizing the 

risks, current / target 

maturity of capabilities, and 

overall data maturity

Key Deliverables

• List of data assets with 

confidentiality, integrity 

and availability scores

Key Deliverables

• List of risk scenarios with 

inherent exposure scores

Key Deliverables

• Target state maturity 

scores for all data

capabilities within scope, 

and comparison with 

current maturity

• List of prioritised gaps 

addressed with specific 

recommendations

Key Deliverables

• Current state maturity 

scores for all data 

capabilities within scope

Key Deliverables

• Dashboards and reports 

showing risk profile, and 

data resilience of the 

organization based on 

current and target maturity

Define projects to address 

gaps and create strategic 

roadmaps to improve maturity 

and data resilience

Key Deliverables

• List of prioritised projects

• Strategic transformation 

roadmap

Business Risks Capabilities

The DataStrata Methodology consists of a six stage process encompassing an organization’s Business, Risks and Capabilities. 
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Privacy

• Purpose Limitation & Lawfulness
• Record of Processing Activities
• Privacy by Design & Default
• Data Privacy Organization
• Data Breach Management
• Data Subject Rights
• Transparency
• Data Minimization
• Consent Management
• Third Party Data Processing
• Cross-Border Transfer
• Data Sharing/Brokerage
• Storage Limitation

Data Security

• Data Loss Prevention
• Data Protection Controls

Data Management
• Data Monitoring & Controls
• Data Discovery
• Data Integration
• Data Inventory Management
• Data Quality
• Data Protection & Security
• Data Collection & Provisioning
• Data Classification
• Data Archiving
• Data Deletion
• Incident Management
• Data Use & Data Value

Third Party

• Third Party Population & Risk 
Assessment

• Data Protection & Vendor Audits

People

• Culture & Practices
• Talent
• Training & Awareness

Technology

• Technology Management

Strategy, Governance, & 
Accountability

• Data Strategy
• Data Architecture
• Governance & Accountability

Regulatory

• Current State Compliance
• Horizon Scanning
• Change Management & 

Remediations

DataStrata Capability Model
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Business Unit Cyber Maturity Overview

Data Capability Overview – Pie View Gaps Dashboard

Risk Exposure View

Trend View

Risk Appetite View

Maturity View

Understand how your business units compare in terms of Data Resilience

Understand how your capabilities compare in 

terms of Data Resilience and maturity

Understand the gaps of your controls 

and requirements in order to reach your 

target maturity

Understand your risk landscape, including the 

exposure of your data assets to data 

risks/threats

Understand the gap between your current and 

target maturity, and compare internal / 

external benchmarks

Understand the evolution of your Data Resilience and 

maturity over time (between assessments)

Understand and compare the risk appetite for each business element within 

the Business Structure

Data Resilience % = Percentage progress towards achieving the Target State

For example, if the Current Maturity = Level 2 and the Target Maturity = Level 4, then the Data Resilience will be approximately 50%.

The DSF platform includes several integrated dashboards for reporting on data assets, risk exposure, current and target maturity, and the overall Data 
Resilience across the organization. These dashboards allow us to slice and dice the assessment results to get the view that is most useful to particular 
stakeholders or audience groups. All dashboards can be exported for use in reports.
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• How can we extract the maximum value from our data?

• How can we ensure people, processes and technology are agile 
enough to respond to evolving risks?

• How do we keep sensitive data protected as it flows within and 
outside our organization? 

• How can we understand regulatory requirements and ensure 
standards of compliance?

• What tools do we need to understand data lineage, tracking, or 
deletion of data as it flows across the data lifecycle? 

• How do we assess 3rd party risk across our data ecosystem?

Grow
Revenue

Increase Operating
Margin

Meet Performance 
Expectations

Improve Asset 
Efficiency

O F F E R I N G  D E S C R I P T I O N

DataStrata enables organizations to establish a sustainable 
foundation to unlock data-led growth by advancing strategy and 
governance, securing data flow, and fortifying foundational 
capabilities.

Holistic View – provides a view of data risk spanning across 
data management and security, regulatory compliance, 
people and culture, privacy, third party risk management, 
and remediation

Technology Enabled – embeds tailored next generation 
technologies to assess, predict, monitor, and manage risk

K E Y  Q U E S T I O N S

B U S I N E S S  V A L U E
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DataStrata Value Proposition

Better Risk 
Governance

Clear Risk 
Ownership
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